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}  LHC (and future pp colliders) offer a 
unique place where to look directly 
for new particles:  

}  possibility to search for excesses in 
number of events in a plethora of 
kinematic regions and for resonances 
from new heavy particles  
    [The main focus of this talk]  

}  perform precision measurements of 
SM parameters à Each deviation 
could be an hint of new physics!   
     [not really covered here] 
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}  Other colliders/experiments give alternative but fundamental opportunities:  
}  hidden sector particles (NA62), precision measurements leading to loop-induced 

deviations (g-2, EDM); LFV experiments (m2e, m3e); BC experiments for ALPs. @ 
colliders: EWK SUSY, Higgs precision (ee), LQ and contact interactions (ep), and more 

2020 UPDATE OF THE EUROPEAN STRATEGY
FOR PARTICLE PHYSICS

by the European Strategy Group



Statements from ES
´ Strategy provides 20 “recommendations” (statements). 
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Strategy provides 20 “recommendations” (statements)

From Halina’s talk

Detailed presentation by H. Abramowicz to Council’s Open Session on 19 June 
à here only a few remarks



Collider physics and high-priority future initiatives
´ Strategy provides 20 “recommendations” (statements). Particularly relevant: 

´Full exploitation of LHC physics potential à successful completion of the HL 
upgrade of accelerators and experiments 

´e+e- Higgs factory as the highest-priority next collider 

´ Increased R&D on accelerator technologies: high-field superconducting magnets, 
high-gradient accelerating structures, plasma wake-field, muon colliders, ERL à
Accelerator R&D Roadmap (established by big European labs)

´ Investigation of the technical and financial feasibility of a future ≥ 100 TeV hadron 
collider at CERN, with e+e- Higgs and electroweak factory as a possible first stage
à To be completed by next Strategy update (~ 2026). 
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F. Gianotti, June Council Week

Here: a few initial reflections on these four themes (my own view) 



HL-LHC: a done deal? 
´ Full exploitation of LHC physics potential: 

´ HL-LHC is well under way, but completion is challenging. Huge UK investment 
for the past 20+ years, must remain the highest priority of the particle 
physics community

´ The HL-LHC scientific potential is enormous à Studied in detail for the ES in 
the context of the Workshop on "The physics of HL-LHC” (2017-2018)
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ABSTRACT
This document presents the executive summary of the findings of the Workshop on "The physics of HL-LHC, and perspectives
on HE-LHC", which has run for over a year since its kick-off meeting on 30 October – 1 November 2017. We discuss here the
HL-LHC physics programme. As approved today, this covers (a) pp collisions at 14 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 3 ab�1

each for ATLAS and CMS, and 50 fb�1 for LHCb, and (b) Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions with integrated luminosities of 13 nb�1

and 50 nb�1, respectively. In view of possible further upgrades of LHCb and of the ions programme, the WG reports assume
300 fb�1 of luminosity delivered to an Upgrade II of LHCb, 1.2 pb�1 of integrated luminosity for p–Pb collisions, and the addition
of collisions with other nuclear species. A separate submission covers the HE-LHC results.
The activity has been carried out by five working groups (WGs): “Standard Model” (WG1), “Higgs” (WG2), “Beyond the Standard
Model” (WG3), “Flavour” (WG4) and “QCD matter at high density” (WG5). Their reports, extending this executive summary
with more results and details, are available on the CERN Document Server [1–5], and will appear on arXiv. The WG results
include both phenomenological studies and detailed simulations of the anticipated performance of the LHC detectors under
HL-LHC conditions. These latter studies implement the knowledge acquired during the preparation of the technical design
reports for the upgraded detectors, and reflect the experience gained by the experiments during the first two runs of the LHC.
The documents describing in full detail the HL-LHC studies performed by the experiments can be found in Ref. [6] (available in
early 2019) and in Ref. [7].
Three goals have been set for the Workshop: (i) to update and extend the projections for the precision and reach of the
HL-LHC measurements, and for their interpretation; (ii) to highlight new opportunities for discovery of phenomena beyond the
Standard Model (BSM), in view of the latest theoretical developments and of recent data; (iii) to explore possible new directions
and/or extensions of the approved HL-LHC programme, particularly in the area of flavour, in the search for elusive BSM
phenomena, and in the study of QCD matter at high density. In addition to enriching and consolidating the physics plans for
HL-LHC, and highlighting the significant advances that the full HL-LHC programme will bring relative to today’s landscape, this
contribution to the European Strategy for Particle Physics Update process is intended to help put in perspective the physics
potential of future projects beyond HL-LHC.
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g̃g̃, g̃!qq̄�̃0
1 0 4 jets m(�̃

0
1)=0 2.1.1g̃̃g 2.9 (3.2) TeV

g̃g̃, g̃!qq̄�̃0
1 0 4 jets m(�̃

0
1)=0 2.1.1g̃ 5.7g̃̃g 5.2g̃ 5.2 (5.7) TeV

g̃g̃, g̃!tt̄�̃0
1 0 Multiple m(�̃

0
1)=0 2.1.3g̃̃g 2.3 (2.5) TeV

g̃g̃, g̃!tc̄�̃0
1 0 Multiple m(�̃

0
1)=500 GeV 2.1.3g̃̃g 2.4 (2.6) TeV

NUHM2, g̃!tt̃ 0 Multiple/2b 2.4.2g̃ 5.9g̃̃g 5.5g̃ 5.5 (5.9) TeV

t̃1t̃1, t̃1!t�̃0
1 0 Multiple/2b m(�̃

0
1)=0 2.1.2, 2.1.3t̃1t̃1 1.4 (1.7) TeV

t̃1t̃1, t̃1!t�̃0
1 0 Multiple/2b �m(t̃1, �̃

0
1)⇠ m(t) 2.1.2t̃1t̃1 0.6 (0.85) TeV

t̃1t̃1, t̃1!b�̃±/t�̃0
1, �̃

0
2 0 Multiple/2b 2.4.2t̃ 3.65t̃̃t 3.16t̃ 3.16 (3.65) TeV

�̃+1 �̃
�
1 , �̃

±
1!W±�̃0

1 2 e, µ 0-1 jets m(�̃
0
1)=0 2.2.1�̃±

1
�̃±

1 0.66 (0.84) TeV

�̃±1 �̃
0
2 via WZ 3 e, µ 0-1 jets m(�̃

0
1)=0 2.2.2�̃±

1 /�̃
0
2

�̃±
1 /�̃

0
2 0.92 (1.15) TeV

�̃±1 �̃
0
2 via Wh, Wh!`⌫bb̄ 1 e, µ 2-3 jets/2b m(�̃

0
1)=0 2.2.3�̃±

1 /�̃
0
2

�̃±
1 /�̃

0
2 1.08 (1.28) TeV

�̃±2 �̃
0
4!W±�̃0

1W±�̃±1 2 e, µ - m(�̃
0
1)=150, 250 GeV 2.2.4�̃±

2 /�̃
0
4

�̃±
2 /�̃

0
4 0.9 TeV

�̃±1 �̃
0
2 + �̃

0
2�̃

0
1, �̃

0
2!Z�̃0

1,�̃
±
1!W�̃0

1 2 e, µ 1 jet m(�̃
0
1)=15 GeV 2.2.5.1�̃±

1 /�̃
0
2

�̃±
1 /�̃

0
2 0.25 (0.36) TeV

�̃±1 �̃
0
2 + �̃

0
2�̃

0
1, �̃

0
2!Z�̃0

1,�̃
±
1!W�̃0

1 2 e, µ 1 jet m(�̃
0
1)=15 GeV 2.2.5.1�̃±1 /�̃

0
2 0.55�̃±

1 /�̃
0
2

�̃±1 /�̃
0
2 0.42�̃±

1 /�̃
0
2 0.42 (0.55) TeV

�̃0
2�̃
±
1 , �̃

±
1 �̃
⌥
1 , �̃

±
1 �̃

0
1 2 µ 1 jet �m(�̃

0
2, �̃

0
1)=5 GeV 2.2.5.2�̃0

2
�̃0

2 0.21 (0.35) TeV

�̃±2 �̃
0
4 via same-sign WW 2 e, µ 0 2.4.2WinoWino 0.86 (1.08) TeV

⌧̃L,R⌧̃L,R, ⌧̃!⌧�̃0
1 2 ⌧ - m(�̃

0
1)=0 2.3.1⌧̃̃⌧ 0.53 (0.73) TeV

⌧̃⌧̃ 2⌧, ⌧(e, µ) - m(�̃
0
1)=0, m(⌧̃L)=m(⌧̃R) 2.3.2⌧̃̃⌧ 0.47 (0.65) TeV

⌧̃⌧̃ 2⌧, ⌧(e, µ) - m(�̃
0
1)=0, m(⌧̃L)=m(⌧̃R) 2.3.4⌧̃ 1.15⌧̃̃⌧ 0.81⌧̃ 0.81 (1.15) TeV

�̃±1 �̃
⌥
1 , �̃

±
1 �̃

0
1, long-lived �̃

±
1 Disapp. trk. 1 jet Wino-like �̃

±
1 4.1.1�̃±

1 [⌧(�̃±1 )=1ns]�̃±
1 [⌧(�̃±1 )=1ns] 0.8 (1.1) TeV

�̃±1 �̃
⌥
1 , �̃

±
1 �̃

0
1, long-lived �̃

±
1 Disapp. trk. 1 jet Higgsino-like �̃

±
1 4.1.1�̃±

1 [⌧(�̃±1 )=1ns]�̃±
1 [⌧(�̃±1 )=1ns] 0.6 (0.75) TeV

MSSM, Electroweak DM Disapp. trk. 1 jet Wino-like DM 4.1.3DM massDM mass 0.88 (0.9) TeV

MSSM, Electroweak DM Disapp. trk. 1 jet Wino-like DM 4.1.3DM mass 2.1DM massDM mass 2.0DM mass 2.0 (2.1) TeV

MSSM, Electroweak DM Disapp. trk. 1 jet Higgsino-like DM 4.1.3DM massDM mass 0.28 (0.3) TeV

MSSM, Electroweak DM Disapp. trk. 1 jet Higgsino-like DM 4.1.3DM mass 0.6DM massDM mass 0.55DM mass 0.55 (0.6) TeV

g̃ R-hadron, g̃!qq�̃0
1 0 Multiple m(�̃

0
1)=100 GeV 4.2.1g̃ [⌧( g̃) =0.1 - 3 ns]g̃ [⌧( g̃) =0.1 - 3 ns] 3.4 TeV

g̃ R-hadron, g̃!qq�̃0
1 0 Multiple 4.2.1g̃ [⌧( g̃) =0.1 - 10 ns]g̃ [⌧( g̃) =0.1 - 10 ns] 2.8 TeV

GMSB µ̃!µG̃ displ. µ - c⌧ =1000 mm 4.2.2µ̃̃µ 0.2 TeV

Mass scale [TeV]10
�1 1

HL-LHC,

R
L dt = 3ab�1

: 5� discovery (95% CL exclusion)

HE-LHC,

R
L dt = 15ab�1

: 5� discovery (95% CL exclusion)

HL/HE-LHC SUSY Searches Simulation Preliminary

arXiv:1812.07831

p
s = 14, 27 TeV

Fig. 7.1: A summary of the expected mass reach for 5� discovery and 95% C.L. exclusion at the HL/HE-LHC, as
presented in Section 2.

decaying ⌧ and missing ET , will be sensitive to currently unconstrained pair-produced ⌧̃ : exclusion
(discovery) for m⌧̃ up to around 700 (500) GeV can be achieved under realistic assumptions of perfor-
mance and systematic uncertainties.

In the strong SUSY sector, HL-LHC will probe gluino masses up to 3.2 TeV, with discovery reach
around 3 TeV, in R-parity conserving scenarios and under a variety of assumptions on the g̃ prompt
decay mode. This is about 0.8 � 1 TeV above the Run-2 g̃ mass reach for 80 fb�1. Pair-production
of top squarks has been studied assuming t̃1 ! t�̃0

1 and fully hadronic final states with large missing
ET . Top squarks can be discovered (excluded) up to masses of 1.25 (1.7) TeV for massless neutralinos,
i.e. �m(t̃1, �̃

0
1) � mt, under realistic uncertainty assumptions. This extends by about 700 GeV the

reach of Run-2 for 80 fb�1. The reach in m
t̃

degrades for larger �̃0
1 masses. If �m(t̃1, �̃

0
1) ⇠ mt, the

discovery (exclusion) reach is 650 (850) GeV.

Dark Matter and Dark Sectors
Compressed SUSY scenarios, as well as other DM models, can be targeted using signatures such

as mono-jet, mono-photon and vector-boson-fusion production. Mono-photon and VBF events allow
targeting an EW fermionic triplet (minimal DM), equivalent to a wino-like signature in SUSY, for which
there is no sensitivity in Run-2 searches with 36 fb�1. Masses of the �̃0

1 up to 310 (130) GeV can
be excluded by the mono-photon (VBF) channel, with improvements possible, reducing the theoreti-
cal uncertainties. Projections for searches for a mono-Z signature, with Z ! `+`� recoiling against
missing ET , have been interpreted in terms of models with a spin-1 mediator, and models with two
Higgs doublets and an additional pseudoscalar mediator a coupling to DM (2HDMa). The exclusion is
expected for mediator masses up to 1.5 TeV, and for DM and pseudoscalar masses up to 600 GeV, a
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Fig. 7.2: A summary of the expected mass reach for 5� discovery and 95% C.L. exclusion at the HL/HE-LHC, as
presented in Sections 5 and 6.

factor of ⇠ 3 better than the 36 fb�1 Run-2 constraints. The case of 2HDMa models is complemented
by 4-top final states, searched in events with two same-charge leptons, or with at least three leptons.
While searches using 36 fb�1 Run-2 data have limited sensitivity considering the most favourable sig-
nal scenarios (e.g. tan � = 0.5), HL-LHC will probe possible evidence of a signal with tan � = 1,
mH = 600 GeVand mixing angle of sin ✓ = 0.35, assuming ma masses between 400 GeV and 1 TeV,
and will allow exclusion for all 200 GeV < ma < 1 TeV. For DM produced in association with bot-
tom or top quarks, where a (pseudo)scalar mediator decays to a DM pair, the HL-LHC will improve the
sensitivity to mediator masses by a factor of 3 � 8 relative to the Run-2 searches with 36 fb�1.

A compelling scenario in the search for portals between the visible and dark sectors is that of
the dark photon A0. Prospects for an inclusive search for dark photons decaying into muon or electron
pairs indicate that the HL-LHC could cover a large fraction of the theoretically favoured ✏ � m

A
0 space,

where ✏ is the kinetic mixing between the photon and the dark photon and m
A

0 the dark photon mass.

Resonances
Several studies of resonance searches, in a variety of final states, have been performed and were

presented here. A right-handed gauge boson with SM couplings, decaying as WR ! bt(! b`⌫), can be
excluded (discovered) for masses up to 4.9 (4.3) TeV, 1.8 TeV larger than the 36 fb�1 Run-2 result. For
a sequential SM W 0 boson in `⌫ final states (` = e, µ), the mass reach improves by more than 2 TeV
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Limit Run 2 ATLAS
-1=13 TeV, 36.1 fbs

Scalar mediator, Dirac DM, g = 1.0
Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 18

 Discoveryσ5 ATLAS
φ+t, t-1=14 TeV, 3000 fbs

Scalar mediator, Dirac DM, g = 1.0

 Expected LimitATLAS
φ+t, t-1=14 TeV, 3000 fbs

Scalar mediator, Dirac DM, g = 1.0

Fig. 3.2.3: Comparison of the 90% CL limits on the spin-independent DM-nucleon cross-section as a function of
DM mass between these results and the direct-detection experiments, in the context of the colour-neutral simpli-
fied model with scalar mediator. The green contour indicates the 5� discovery potential at HL–LHC. The lower
horizontal line of the DM–nucleon scattering cross-section for the red (green) contour corresponds to value of the
cross section for m(�) = 430 GeV (m(�) = 105 GeV). The grey contour indicates the exclusion derived from
the observed limits for Run-2 taken from Ref. [209]. The results are compared with limits from direct detection
experiments.

a DM mass of 1 GeV and a coupling (g) of 1.0. The limits are shown in Fig. 3.2.2 for �/a ! ��̄1972

production in association with either bottom quarks or top quarks for L = 3 ab�1 at
p

s = 14 TeV. Also1973

shown for comparison are the corresponding limits at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb�1 taken from the previous1974

Run-2 analysis.1975

For �/a + bb̄, the exclusion potential at the HL-LHC is found to improve by a factor of ⇠3–1976

8.7 with respect to Run-2. In the context of the 2HDM+a model with m(A) � m(a), sin ✓ = 0.351977

and y� = 1, the HL-LHC limits translate to an approximate upper bound on tan � ranging from ⇠191978

for m(a) = 10 GeV to ⇠100 for m(a) = 500 GeV, significantly extending the current phase space1979

coverage. In final states with one or two leptonically-decaying top quarks, the mass range for which1980

a colour-neutral scalar mediator is excluded extends from 80 GeV to 405 GeV. Similarly, exclusion of1981

pseudoscalar masses up to 385 GeV is expected. In the case of the scalar mediator model, this represents1982

a factor of 5 improvement with respect to the 36 fb�1 13 TeV results in the same channel. An additional1983

improvement of approximately 3 is possible when considering a statistical combination of all relevant1984

top decay channels [210], which is not explored for the HL-LHC in this work.1985

For each DM and mediator mass pair, the exclusion limit on the cross-section for producing colour-1986

neutral scalar mediator particles can be converted into a limit on the cross-section for spin-independent1987

DM-nucleon scattering with the procedure described in Ref. [211]. Limits on the tt̄ + � model at 90%1988

C.L. - corresponding to exclusion of mediator masses up to m(�) = 430 GeV - are used for this purpose.1989

Fig. 3.2.3 shows the resulting constraints in the plane defined by the DM mass and the scattering cross-1990

section. The maximum value of the DM-nucleon scattering cross-section depicted in the plot corresponds1991

to the value of the cross section for a mediator mass of 10 GeV. The exclusion limits at 90% C.L. are1992

shown in red and the 5� discovery potential is illustrated in green. The lower horizontal line in the green1993

(red) contour corresponds to the value of the cross section for m(�) = 105 GeV (m(�) = 430 GeV).1994

Overlaid for comparison are the most stringent limits to date from several DM direct detection experi-1995

ments.1996
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Broad and rich programme of 
searches for new physics 
including Dark Matter



HL-LHC: a done deal? 
´ Full exploitation of LHC physics potential: 

´ HL-LHC is well under way, but completion is challenging. Huge UK investment 
for the past 20+ years, must remain the highest priority of the particle 
physics community

´ The HL-LHC scientific potential is enormous à Studied in detail for the ES in 
the context of the Workshop on "The physics of HL-LHC” (2017-2018)
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ABSTRACT
This document presents the executive summary of the findings of the Workshop on "The physics of HL-LHC, and perspectives
on HE-LHC", which has run for over a year since its kick-off meeting on 30 October – 1 November 2017. We discuss here the
HL-LHC physics programme. As approved today, this covers (a) pp collisions at 14 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 3 ab�1

each for ATLAS and CMS, and 50 fb�1 for LHCb, and (b) Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions with integrated luminosities of 13 nb�1

and 50 nb�1, respectively. In view of possible further upgrades of LHCb and of the ions programme, the WG reports assume
300 fb�1 of luminosity delivered to an Upgrade II of LHCb, 1.2 pb�1 of integrated luminosity for p–Pb collisions, and the addition
of collisions with other nuclear species. A separate submission covers the HE-LHC results.
The activity has been carried out by five working groups (WGs): “Standard Model” (WG1), “Higgs” (WG2), “Beyond the Standard
Model” (WG3), “Flavour” (WG4) and “QCD matter at high density” (WG5). Their reports, extending this executive summary
with more results and details, are available on the CERN Document Server [1–5], and will appear on arXiv. The WG results
include both phenomenological studies and detailed simulations of the anticipated performance of the LHC detectors under
HL-LHC conditions. These latter studies implement the knowledge acquired during the preparation of the technical design
reports for the upgraded detectors, and reflect the experience gained by the experiments during the first two runs of the LHC.
The documents describing in full detail the HL-LHC studies performed by the experiments can be found in Ref. [6] (available in
early 2019) and in Ref. [7].
Three goals have been set for the Workshop: (i) to update and extend the projections for the precision and reach of the
HL-LHC measurements, and for their interpretation; (ii) to highlight new opportunities for discovery of phenomena beyond the
Standard Model (BSM), in view of the latest theoretical developments and of recent data; (iii) to explore possible new directions
and/or extensions of the approved HL-LHC programme, particularly in the area of flavour, in the search for elusive BSM
phenomena, and in the study of QCD matter at high density. In addition to enriching and consolidating the physics plans for
HL-LHC, and highlighting the significant advances that the full HL-LHC programme will bring relative to today’s landscape, this
contribution to the European Strategy for Particle Physics Update process is intended to help put in perspective the physics
potential of future projects beyond HL-LHC.
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experimental (green) and theory (red). From Ref. [2].

These coupling measurements assume the absence of sizable
additional contributions to GH . As recently suggested, the patterns
of quantum interference between background and Higgs-mediated
production of photon pairs or four leptons are sensitive to GH .
Measuring the off-shell four-fermion final states, and assuming
the Higgs couplings to gluons and ZZ evolve off-shell as in the
SM, the HL-LHC will extract GH with a 20% precision at 68% CL.
Furthermore, combining all Higgs channels, and with the sole
assumption that the couplings to vector bosons are not larger than
the SM ones (kV  1), will constrain GH with a 5% precision at
95% CL. Invisible Higgs boson decays will be searched for at
HL-LHC in all production channels, VBF being the most sensitive.
The combination of ATLAS and CMS Higgs boson coupling mea-
surements will set an upper limit on the Higgs invisible branching
ratio of 2.5%, at the 95% CL. The precision reach in the mea-
surements of ratios will be at the percent level, with particularly
interesting measurements of kg/kZ, which serves as a probe of
new physics entering the H ! gg loop, can be measured with an
uncertainty of 1.4%, and kt/kg, which serves as probe of new
physics entering the gg ! H loop, with a precision of 3.4%.

A summary of the limits obtained on first and second gen-
eration quarks from a variety of observables is given in Fig. 2
(left). It includes: (i) HL-LHC projections for exclusive decays of
the Higgs into quarkonia; (ii) constraints from fits to differential
cross sections of kinematic observables (in particular pT); (iii)
constraints on the total width GH relying on different assumptions
(the examples given in the Fig. 2 (left) correspond to a projected limit of 200 MeV on the total width from the mass shift
from the interference in the diphoton channel between signal and continuous background and the constraint at 68% CL on the
total width from off-shell couplings measurements of 20%); (iv) a global fit of Higgs production cross sections (yielding the
constraint of 5% on the width mentioned herein); and (v) the direct search for Higgs decays to cc using inclusive charm tagging
techniques. Assuming SM couplings, the latter is expected to lead to the most stringent upper limit of kc / 2. A combination of
ATLAS, CMS and LHCb results would further improve this constraint to kc / 1.

The Run 2 experience in searches for Higgs pair production led to a reappraisal of the HL-LHC sensitivity, including several
channels, some of which were not considered in previous projections: 2b2g , 2b2t , 4b, 2bWW, 2bZZ. Assuming the SM Higgs

Figure 2. Left: Summary of the projected HL-LHC limits on the quark Yukawa couplings. Right: Summary of constraints on
the SMEFT operators considered. The shaded bounds arise from a global fit of all operators, those assuming the existence of a
single operator are labeled as "exclusive". From Ref. [2].
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Figure 3. Left: Projected combined HL-LHC sensitivity to Higgs trilinear coupling from direct search channels. Right:
sensitivity to BSM Higgs bosons, in the H/A ! tt channel. From Ref. [2].

self-coupling l , ATLAS and CMS project a sensitivity to the HH signal of approximately 3 s.d. per experiment, leading to
a combined observation sensitivity of 4 s.d. These analyses, which make use also of the HH mass spectrum shape, result in
the likelihood profile as a function of kl shown in Fig. 3 (left). An important feature of these analyses is the presence of the
secondary minimum in the likelihood lineshape, due to the degeneracy in the total number of HH signal events for different kl
values. We note that at the HL-LHC the secondary minimum can be excluded at 99.4% CL, with a constraint on the Higgs
self-coupling of 0.5 < kl < 1.5 at the 68% CL. The results on HH production studies are statistics limited, therefore a dataset
of at least 6 ab�1 (ATLAS and CMS combined) is essential to achieve this objective.

Higgs studies at HL-LHC will enhance the sensitivity to BSM physics, exploiting indirect probes via precision measurements,
and a multitude of direct search targets, ranging from exotic decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson (e.g. decays including light
scalars, light dark photons or axion-like particles, and decays to long-lived BSM particles) to the production of new Higgs
bosons, neutral and charged, at masses above or below 125 GeV. As an example, Fig. 3 (right) shows a summary of the MSSM
regions of parameter space that will be probed by ATLAS and CMS. The expected exclusion limit for H/A ! tt is presented
in black-dashed and compared to the present limit (in red and green for ATLAS and CMS, respectively). The HL-LHC will
have access to new Higgs bosons as heavy as 2.5 TeV for tanb > 50. In the figure, we also present the expected bound coming
from Higgs precision coupling measurements which excludes Higgs bosons with masses lower than approximately 1 TeV over
a large range of tanb .

Precision measurements provide an important tool to search for BSM physics associated to mass scales beyond the LHC
direct reach. The EFT framework, where the SM Lagrangian is supplemented with dimension-6 operators Âi ciO

(6)
i

/L2, allows
one to systematically parametrise BSM effects and how they modify SM processes. Figure 2 (right) shows the results of a global
fit to observables in Higgs physics, as well as diboson and Drell-Yan processes at high energy. The fit includes all operators
generated by new physics that only couples to SM bosons. These operators can either modify SM amplitudes, or generate new
amplitudes. In the former case, the best LHC probes are, for example, precision measurements of Higgs branching ratios. In the
case of the operator OH , for example, the constraints in Fig. 2 (right) translate into a sensitivity to the Higgs compositeness
scale f > 1.6 TeV, corresponding to a new physics mass scale of 20 TeV for an underlying strongly coupled theory. The effects
associated with some new amplitudes grow quadratically with the energy. For example, Drell-Yan production at large mass can
access, via the operators O2W,2B, energy scales of order 12 TeV (Fig. 2).

2.1 Production of multiple EW gauge bosons
The measurement of production of pairs or triplets of EW gauge boson will be of great importance to test the mechanism of EW
symmetry breaking, since it can signal the presence of anomalous EW couplings, and of new physics at energy scales beyond
the reach of direct resonance production. First observations of EW multiboson interactions have recently been achieved in
vector boson scattering (VBS) of WW and WZ and we expect a fuller picture to be accessible at HL-LHC, by statistics, but also
through improved detector instrumentation and acceptance in the forward direction. Table 1 summarizes the expected SM yields,
quoting the expected precision and significance for several HL-LHC measurements. In particular, the extraction of individual
polarization contributions to same-sign WW scattering will yield a > 3 s.d. evidence for WLWL production, combining ATLAS
and CMS results.

3

• Rate measurements show that percent 
level precision can be reached for 
most couplings 

• An upper limit on the Higgs invisible BR 
of 2.5% will be reached. 

• Di-higgs: Assuming SM Higgs self-
coupling l, observation sensitivity of 3 
s.d. per exp., 4 s.d. combined

à could reach 5 s.d. with 4/ab offering 
a unique window to higgs-self coupling

Huge potential in Higgs physics

HL-LHC should not be taken for granted – continuous engagement crucial 



Higgs factory as the highest-priority next collider 
´ Huge potential in the higgs sector for e+e- but also other facilities

´ Indirect searches for new physics and 

competitiveness in direct searches for 

e+e- colliders at high c.o.m. energy as CLIC 

28/7/20STFC, Town Meeting6
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Fig. 3.10: Sensitivity at 68% probability on the Higgs self-coupling parameter k3 at the various
future colliders. All the numbers reported correspond to a simplified combination of the consid-
ered collider with HL-LHC, which is approximated by a 50% constraint on k3. For each future
collider, the result from the single-H from a global fit, and double-H are shown separately. For
FCC-ee and CEPC, double-H production is not available due to the too low

p
s value. FCC-ee

is also shown with 4 experiments (IPs) as discussed in Ref. [73] although this option is not part
of the baseline proposal. LE-FCC corresponds to a pp collider at

p
s = 37.5 TeV.

be achieved based on the developments in the field in the last years, for both e+e� and pp1

colliders. Figure 3.2 has already shown that the dominant uncertainties in most Higgs couplings2

at the HL-LHC are theoretical, even after assuming a factor of two improvement with respect to3

the current state of the art. Higgs couplings will be approaching the percent level at HL-LHC.4

At the e+e� Higgs factories detailed measurements of the electroweak Higgs production cross5

sections and (independently) of the decay branching ratios will be performed. Higgs couplings6

will be probed at approaching the per mille level. At e+e� colliders, a campaign of electroweak7

measurements at the Z-pole and at the WW threshold is foreseen. The increase in the number of8

Z and WW events with respect to LEP/SLD, as shown in Fig. 3.5, indicates that statistical errors9

will decrease by as much as two orders of magnitude at the future machines. As a consequence10

of this increased statistical precision, the requirements on the theoretical errors for EWPO [76]11

are even more stringent than for precision Higgs physics.12

To interpret these precise results significant theoretical improvements in several directions13

are required. The first is the increase of the accuracy of fixed order computations of inclusive14

quantities, e.g. from next-to-leading-order (NLO) to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) and15

beyond. This reduces the so-called intrinsic uncertainties, i.e. those corresponding to the left-16

over unknown higher order terms in the perturbative expansion. Another important element is17

the accuracy in the logarithmic resummations that are needed to account for effects of multiple18

gluon or photon radiation in a large class of observables. In this case, different techniques and19

results are available, some numerical and some analytic, of different accuracy (from next-to-20

leading log (NLL) to next-to-next-to-leading log (NNLL) and beyond) and applicability. Im-21
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Fig. 3.8: Expected relative precision of the k parameters and 95% CL upper limits on the
branching ratios to invisible and untagged particles for the various colliders. All values are
given in %. For the hadron colliders, a constraint |kV |  1 is applied, and all future colliders are
combined with HL-LHC. Figure is from Ref. [39].

hadron colliders uncertainties on the Higgs production cross section are included. For decay1

branching ratios only the parametric uncertainties are included while the intrinsic uncertainties2

are neglected, see discussion in Ref. [39] and Sec. 3.2.3.3

At the HL-LHC the Higgs boson couplings can be determined with an accuracy of O(1�4

3%) in most cases, under the assumption |kV |  1. Ratios of couplings are (mostly) model5

independent, and an accuracy of O(1�3%) is expected in many cases [23]. Based on analyses6

of final states with large Emiss
T , produced in Higgs VBF and VH (V=W and Z) processes, BRinv7

values of 1.9% will be probed at 95% CL. The constraint from the k-fit on the BR to untagged8

final states is 4.0% at 95% CL. The HE-LHC improves the precision typically by a factor of9

two, although much of the improvement comes from the assumption of a further reduction by a10

factor of two in the theoretical uncertainty, scheme S20 [23].11

Lepton colliders allow a measurement of the ZH total production cross section, indepen-12

dently of its decay making use of the collision energy constraint. This measurement, together13

with measurements where the decay products of the Higgs boson are identified, can be inter-14

preted as a nearly model-independent measurement of the total decay width. Therefore the15

constraint |kV |  1, used for hadron colliders, is not needed for lepton colliders.16

Future e+e� colliders improve the accuracy on Higgs coupling determination typically17

by factors between 2 and 10, except for kt , kg , kµ and kZg where no substantial improvement18

compared to HL-LHC is seen. LHeC achieves a significant improvement for kW , kZ and kb. At19

e+e� colliders, the couplings to vector bosons will be probed with a few 0.1% accuracy. Higgs20

boson couplings to b-quarks can be measured with an accuracy between 0.5% and 1.0%, a factor21

of 2 � 4 better than at the HL-LHC. The coupling to the charm quark, not easily accessible at22

HL-LHC, is expected to be measured with an accuracy of O(1%). The various e+e� colliders23

do not differ significantly in their initial energy stages.24

The rate of rare Higgs boson decays such as H ! µ+µ� that allows the study of the25
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Fig. 8.3: Exclusion reach of different colliders on the Y -Universal Z0 model parameters. The
gap in performances between CEPC or FCC-ee with respect to ILC250 or CLIC380 is most likely
due to the lack of dedicated di-fermion production studies as discussed in Sect. 8.2.1.

posite (`H 6= 0). The coupling parameter g⇤ represents the interaction strength among particles1

originating from the Composite Sector. It controls the strength of the Higgs couplings to the2

r resonance and it sets the scale of couplings that appear in the EFT Lagrangian. The internal3

coherence of the construction requires g⇤ to be larger than the EW coupling (g⇤ & 1) but smaller4

than the perturbative unitarity limit (g⇤ . 4p).5

Among the operators in the Composite Higgs EFT, Of (defined as in [39]), OW and O2W6

are the most representative and offer the best sensitivity at all colliders. Parametrically, their7

Wilson coefficients are8

cf

L2 ⇠ g2
⇤

m2
⇤
,

cW

L2 ⇠ 1
m2

⇤
,

c2W

L2 ⇠ 1
g2

⇤m2
⇤
.

These relations are merely estimates of the expected magnitude of the Wilson coefficients,9

which hold up to model-dependent order-one factors. In the current analysis, these relations10

are taken as exact equalities, so the results should not be interpreted as strictly quantitative, but11

only as a fair assessment of the sensitivity.12

Figure 8.4 shows the exclusion reach on m⇤ and g⇤ from the highly complementary probes13

on the operators Of , OW and O2W with different experimental strategies in different colliders.14

For the FCC project, Of is most effective at large g⇤, and it is well probed by Higgs couplings15

measurements at FCC-ee. However FCC-hh and FCC-eh further improve the reach on cf as16

shown in the figure. The reach on cf for all collider options is extracted from the summary17

Table 8 of Ref. [39], with the exception of HL-LHC for which a more conservative value of18

cf |1s = 0.42/TeV2 (also reported in Ref. [39]) is employed. The operator O2W is instead19

effective at low g⇤, and it is probed by high-energy charged DY measurements at FCC-hh [439].20

The mass-reach from OW is instead independent of g⇤. The reach of direct resonance searches21

is also shown in Fig. 8.4, for the FCC-hh and the HL-LHC. It represents the sensitivity to an22

EW triplet r vector resonance, generically present in Composite Higgs models. The reach23

is extracted from ref. [440–442], and it emerges from a combination of dilepton and diboson24
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Fig. 8.4: Left panel: exclusion reach on the Composite Higgs model parameters of FCC-hh,
FCC-ee, and of the high-energy stages of CLIC. Right panel: the reach of HE-LHC, ILC,
CEPC and CLIC380. The reach of HL-LHC is the grey shaded region.
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Fig. 8.5: Exclusion reach of different colliders on the inverse Higgs length 1/`H = m⇤ (orange
bars, left axis) and the tuning parameter 1/e (blue bars, right axis), obtained by choosing the
weakest bound valid for any value of the coupling constant g⇤.

final state studies. Direct searches are more effective at low g⇤, which may seem surprising.1

The reason is that g⇤ is the r coupling to the Higgs boson, while the coupling of the r to2

quarks, which drives the production, scales like g2
2/g⇤ and therefore increases for small g⇤.3

Unfortunately, no direct reach projection is currently available for the HE-LHC.4

The information in Fig. 8.4 can be projected into a single number, as displayed in Fig. 8.5.5

The orange bars show the maximum m⇤ (or, equivalently, the minimum Higgs size `H) a given6

collider is sensitive to, independently of the value of g⇤. The blue bars show the tuning param-7

eter 1/e (which is equal to the conventional tuning parameter D), obtained as follows. Higgs8

compositeness can address the naturalness problem, provided it emerges at a relatively low9

scale, but the parameter m⇤ is not the most appropriate measure of the degree of fine-tuning re-10

quired to engineer the correct Higgs mass and EWSB scale. A better measure is (see e.g., [443])11

1/e > (mT /500GeV)2 > m2
⇤/g2

⇤v2, where v = 246 GeV and mT is the top-partner mass. The12

second inequality provides the estimate of the reach on e reported in Fig. 8.5. The equation13

also displays the impact of fermionic top-partner searches on e . The discovery reach of these14

particles at HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-hh are of 1.5, 2 and 4.7 TeV, respectively. These15

correspond to a reach on 1/e of 10, 16 and 88.16

Reach on higgs self-coupling



Electron-positron collider(s)
´ No consensus in European community on which type of future e+e- collider (linear or circular) 

´ If FCC feasibility study successful and project approved à FCC-ee is natural choice at CERN 

´ ILC: compatible with ESPP if timely (otherwise conflict of resources with next collider at CERN) 

´ are ILC and FCC-ee complementary enough in terms of physics? No consensus 

´ Chinese colliders (CepC, SppC): direct competition à ̀ if CepC goes ahead, Europe would go 
directly to FCC-hh (if feasible) 

28/7/20STFC, Town Meeting7

F. Gianotti, June Council Week

My own view: go directly to FCC-hh also in case ILC goes ahead. In the medium term: UK should 
(continue to) engage in the 4 e+e- ongoing projects(*), and look for synergies  in detector R&D. 

July 13th, 2020 Report from ECFA chair 11

The role of ECFA in the context of the Strategy 

• Detector, Experiment and Physics studies towards a Higgs Factory
(aligned with the ECFA initiative to map the potential of Higgs physics at future colliders)

• Organize the development of a Detector R&D Roadmap 
(additional to the ECFA Detector R&D Panel)

• Synergy efforts with astroparticle and nuclear physics 
(aligned with our JENAS initiatives, Joint APPEC-ECFA-NuPECC Seminar)

• Societal efforts on recognition, diversity and career aspects 
(aligned with our working groups on the topic and the ECFA initiative to organize a Strategy 
debate among early-career researchers)

This is also in-line with the ECFA strategy. From Jorgen D'Hondt ECFA meeting (10.7.2020)

(*) various UK initiatives already in progress, e.g. ILC engagement meeting, 18th September

https://indico.cern.ch/event/933318/contributions/3921762/attachments/2073093/3490238/PECFA-from-chair-13July2020.pdf


Higgs Physics as a Key Topic for Future PP

28/7/20STFC, Town Meeting8
July 13th, 2020 Report from ECFA chair 14

ECFA & Strategy

Physics, Experiment & Detector studies towards a Higgs Factory

Support for and Acknowledgement of a series of PED@HF workshops
PED@HF – Physics, Experiments and Detector studies at Higgs Factories

ECFA acknowledges the need for the experimental and theoretical communities involved in Physics 
studies, Experiment designs and Detector technologies at future Higgs Factories to gather. ECFA 

supports a series of workshops with the aim to share challenges and expertise, to explore synergies in 
their efforts and to respond coherently to this priority in the European strategy for particle physics. 

Such Aix-les-Bains-type workshops would focus on PED studies for a Higgs Factory which would match 
a previous ECFA initiative mapping the potential of Higgs studies at future colliders. Setting up an 

International Advisory Committee (IAC) would be the next step, involving some RECFA members and 
European leaders of the most relevant colliders (e.g. CLIC, FCC, ILC, CEPC, LHeC, muon collider) with a 
mandate to setup a Program Committee (PC) that would develop an agenda in consultation with the 

IAC, and embracing the global nature of these projects.

1

From Jorgen D'Hondt ECFA meeting (10.7.2020)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/933318/contributions/3921762/attachments/2073093/3490238/PECFA-from-chair-13July2020.pdf


Higgs Physics as a Key Topic for Future PP

´ ECFA suggests to perform synergic studies on a variety of colliders relevant for the higgs
sector, beyond e+e- CLIC, FCC-ee, ILC and CepC

´ Important also in the context of increased R&D on accelerator technologies:
´ From ES recommendations: “ The technologies under consideration include high-field magnets, high-

temperature superconductors, plasma wakefield acceleration and other high-gradient accelerating 
structures, bright muon beams, energy recovery linacs
´ Energy Recovery Linac for e-p colliders (LHeC, FCC-eh) 

´ PERLE demonstrator well under way 

´ synergies of eh physics programme with hh and e+e- clearly demonstrated 

´Bright muon beams for muon collider à growing interest within the community

´ Muon Collider Collaboration Meeting https://indico.cern.ch/event/930508/

´ Strong synergies with neutrino programme (nuSTORM)

28/7/20STFC, Town Meeting9

UK should build upon current expertise, on-going efforts and interest and exploit synergies

https://indico.cern.ch/event/930508/


The future hadron collider
´ [F.G.@June Council]: Investigation of the technical and financial feasibility of a future ≥ 100 TeV

hadron collider at CERN, with e+e- Higgs and electroweak factory as a possible first stage à To be 
completed by next Strategy update (~ 2026). 

´ The potential of an FCC-hh is enormous

´ no guarantee of discovery of new particles BUT the foreseen 

reach is almost unbeatable, also in the higgs sector (e.g. di-higgs)   

28/7/20STFC, Town Meeting10

FCC Physics Opportunities

main free parameter is only the mass of the particles. In the left panel of Fig. 9.1 the combined projected
indirect constraints on stops from LHC Higgs measurements are shown alongside projected constraints
at FCC-ee and FCC-hh. Since the precision of Higgs coupling measurements is greatest at FCC-ee the
latter constraints are dominated by the FCC-ee measurements. Dedicated studies at FCC-hh, using e.g.
H+jet production at high invariant mass, could further reveal the structure of the indirect corrections to
the Higgs interactions.
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Figure 9.1: Left: Projected 2� indirect reach solely from Higgs coupling constraints on stops from FCC-
ee and FCC-hh [274]. Right: Projected direct FCC-hh 2� and 5� discovery reach for supersymmetric
Higgsinos, Winos, sleptons, stops, squarks, and gluinos (see Ref. [275] for details). HL-LHC projections
are only shown for coloured sparticles and projections for Higgsinos and Winos are currently under
investigation.

At high energies it is also possible to produce the supersymmetric partner particles directly.
The experimental signatures typically involve final states featuring jets and missing energy, however
a plethora of dedicated searches are required to cover the full suite of possible experimental signatures.
In the right hand panel of Fig. 9.1 the direct discovery reach at FCC-hh is shown for a variety of super-
symmetric particles. Details of the phenomenological studies are presented in the extensive review of
BSM searches at FCC-hh, Ref. [275]. Further dedicated analyses have been carried out in the framework
of the FCC-hh detector performance studies. The study of the reach for Higgsino and Wino, in the con-
text of DM searches, is presented in Chapter 12. The search for stops is reviewed in the next section.
The direct reach shown in Fig. 9.1 extends far beyond the indirect precision Higgs coupling reach, in
some cases to well above 10 TeV. As a result, the combined FCC projects could comprehensively and
unambiguously determine whether supersymmetry is realised in proximity to the weak scale and thus
whether supersymmetry resolves the hierarchy problem.

It is typically assumed in supersymmetric models that an additional discrete global symmetry, R-
parity, is respected. Such a symmetry is useful for stabilising dark matter candidates and/or forbidding
observable proton decay. However, it is possible that R-parity is violated in a manner that is consistent
with such constraints. In models with R-parity violation it is possible to have single, rather than pair,
production of sparticles. This can be probed by multi-lepton and multijet signatures at the FCC-hh. At the
FCC-eh, furthermore, one can constrain anomalous Yukawa interactions involving electrons and the first
generation quarks. For instance, an e-d-̃t Yukawa interaction can be probed at the level of �131 . 0.01.
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Fig. 8.14: Summary of 2s sensitivity reach to pure Higgsinos and Winos at future colliders.
Current indirect DM detection constraints (which suffer from unknown halo-modelling uncer-
tainties) and projections for future direct DM detection (which suffer from uncertainties on the
Wino-nucleon cross section) are also indicated. The vertical line shows the mass corresponding
to DM thermal relic.

representative examples [482] are chosen.
In both cases, the DM particle is a massive Dirac fermion (c). In the first example,

the mediator is a spin-1 particle (Z0) coupled to an axial-vector current in the Lagrangian as
�Z0

µ(gDM c̄gµg5c +g f Â f f̄ gµg5 f ), where f are SM fermions. This model is particularly inter-
esting for collider searches because the reach of direct DM searches is limited, as the interaction
in the non-relativistic limit is purely spin-dependent. In the second example, the mediator is a
spin-0 particle (f ) with interactions f(gDM c̄c � g f Â f y f f̄ f /

p
2). This model can serve as a

prototype for various extensions of the SM involving enlarged Higgs sectors.
In Fig. 8.15 a compilation of future collider sensitivities to the two Simplified Models

under consideration, with a choice of couplings of (gf = 0.25, gDM = 1.0) for the axial-vector
model and (gf = 1.0, gDM = 1.0) for the scalar model, are shown. The reach of collider experi-
ments to this kind of models is strongly dependent on the choice of couplings. As an example,
the sensitivity of dijet and monojet searches decreases significantly with decreased quark cou-
plings: with 36 fb�1 of LHC data [483] and assuming a DM mass of 300 GeV and gDM = 1.0,
the limits from dijet searches on the axial-vector mediator mass decrease from 2.6 TeV for a
quark coupling of gq = 0.25 to 900 GeV for gq = 0.1, while the monojet limits decrease from
1.6 TeV (gq = 0.25) to 1 TeV (gq = 0.1).

The mono-photon constraints at lepton colliders result from the mediator coupling to
leptons, whereas at hadron colliders only the quark couplings are relevant. As a result, the
two cases cannot be compared like-for-like, although the results illustrate the relevant strengths
for exploring the dark sector in a broad sense. Furthermore, mono-photon constraints apply in
a general EFT context, hence additional complementary coupling-dependent constraints, such
as on four-electron interactions, may be relevant.

Constraints for HL-LHC and HE-LHC are taken from [442, 484]. The FCC-hh monojet
constraints for the axial-vector model are estimated using the collider reach tool, with results
consistent with the analysis performed in [138]. Estimates for FCC-hh, in the case of the scalar
model, are taken from [485]. Estimates for low-energy FCC-hh (LE-FCC) are generated from
the collider reach tool alone. Complementary dijet-resonance constraints for the axial-vector

New particles reach O(10 TeV) 

Unique direct reach of most credited DM candidates
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Fig. 3.10: Sensitivity at 68% probability on the Higgs self-coupling parameter k3 at the various
future colliders. All the numbers reported correspond to a simplified combination of the consid-
ered collider with HL-LHC, which is approximated by a 50% constraint on k3. For each future
collider, the result from the single-H from a global fit, and double-H are shown separately. For
FCC-ee and CEPC, double-H production is not available due to the too low

p
s value. FCC-ee

is also shown with 4 experiments (IPs) as discussed in Ref. [73] although this option is not part
of the baseline proposal. LE-FCC corresponds to a pp collider at

p
s = 37.5 TeV.

be achieved based on the developments in the field in the last years, for both e+e� and pp1

colliders. Figure 3.2 has already shown that the dominant uncertainties in most Higgs couplings2

at the HL-LHC are theoretical, even after assuming a factor of two improvement with respect to3

the current state of the art. Higgs couplings will be approaching the percent level at HL-LHC.4

At the e+e� Higgs factories detailed measurements of the electroweak Higgs production cross5

sections and (independently) of the decay branching ratios will be performed. Higgs couplings6

will be probed at approaching the per mille level. At e+e� colliders, a campaign of electroweak7

measurements at the Z-pole and at the WW threshold is foreseen. The increase in the number of8

Z and WW events with respect to LEP/SLD, as shown in Fig. 3.5, indicates that statistical errors9

will decrease by as much as two orders of magnitude at the future machines. As a consequence10

of this increased statistical precision, the requirements on the theoretical errors for EWPO [76]11

are even more stringent than for precision Higgs physics.12

To interpret these precise results significant theoretical improvements in several directions13

are required. The first is the increase of the accuracy of fixed order computations of inclusive14

quantities, e.g. from next-to-leading-order (NLO) to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) and15

beyond. This reduces the so-called intrinsic uncertainties, i.e. those corresponding to the left-16

over unknown higher order terms in the perturbative expansion. Another important element is17

the accuracy in the logarithmic resummations that are needed to account for effects of multiple18

gluon or photon radiation in a large class of observables. In this case, different techniques and19

results are available, some numerical and some analytic, of different accuracy (from next-to-20

leading log (NLL) to next-to-next-to-leading log (NNLL) and beyond) and applicability. Im-21

FCC-hh IS an Higgs-factory!



The future hadron collider
´ [F.G.@June Council]: Investigation of the technical and financial feasibility of a future ≥ 100 TeV

hadron collider at CERN, with e+e- Higgs and electroweak factory as a possible first stage à To be 
completed by next Strategy update (~ 2026). 

´ The potential of an FCC-hh is enormous

´ no guarantee of discovery of new particles BUT the foreseen 

reach is almost unbeatable, also in the higgs sector (e.g. di-higgs) 

´ “Technical and financial feasibility” for CERN refers mostly to the tunnel (first priority) 

28/7/20STFC, Town Meeting11

Although the accelerator aspects (tunnel, superconducting magnets) remain the main challenge, the 
community should engage on further and deeper physics studies, as well as on detector R&D

The option of a low-energy FCC has been briefly touched upon in the ES document à a valuable 
possibility to keep on our radar? 

Note: a UK FCC meeting (11th of September 2020) is being planned to discuss coherent UK efforts in terms 
of detector R&D, physics studies, accelerator and theory. Mailing list: fcc-uk@cern.ch

http://cern.ch


Conclusions [or, to better say, my initial reflections] 
´ Thoughts on what we refer to as “Energy Frontier”

´ HL-LHC should not be taken for granted – continuous engagement is crucial, the potential is huge and must 
be fully exploited 

´ UK should (continue to) engage in the 4 electron-positron collider options, exploiting synergies in the 
context of detector R&D

´ Higgs Physics is the key topic for Future PP: as emphasized by ECFA, mapping the potential of Higgs studies 
at future colliders should involve all options

´ ee, ep, pp, mumu all have different energy frontiers.

´ Although the accelerator aspects (tunnel, superconducting magnets) remain the main challenge, the 
community should engage on further and more in-depth physics studies at FCC-hh and on detector R&D 

àcould be crucial in the case outlined by CERN “if CepC goes ahead, Europe would go directly to FCC-hh (if 
feasible)“ [my note: also if ILC goes ahead]

´ The option of a low-energy FCC could still be a valuable possibility to keep on our radar 

Given the status of PP, the duration of the HL-LHC, and the cost and technical challenges, the task is to better 
understand and compare the feasibility of our plans à perhaps this needs more than one next collider, and a 
well tuned, global programme of very intense colliders exploring the energy frontier(s).

28/7/20STFC, Town Meeting12



Back up 

28/7/20STFC, Town Meeting
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High-priority future 
initiatives

A. An electron-positron Higgs factory is the highest-priority next collider. For the 
longer term, the European particle physics community has the ambition to operate a 
proton-proton collider at the highest achievable energy. Accomplishing these compelling 
goals will require innovation and cutting-edge technology: 
 
• the particle physics community should ramp up its R&D effort focused 
on advanced accelerator technologies, in particular that for high-field 
superconducting magnets, including high-temperature superconductors;  
 
• Europe, together with its international partners, should investigate the technical 
and financial feasibility of a future hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass 
energy of at least 100 TeV and with an electron-positron Higgs and electroweak 
factory as a possible first stage. Such a feasibility study of the colliders and 
related infrastructure should be established as a global endeavour and be 
completed on the timescale of the next Strategy update. 
 
The timely realisation of the electron-positron International Linear Collider (ILC) 
in Japan would be compatible with this strategy and, in that case, the European 
particle physics community would wish to collaborate.  

B. Innovative accelerator technology underpins the physics reach of high-energy 
and high-intensity colliders. It is also a powerful driver for many accelerator-based 
fields of science and industry. The technologies under consideration include high-field 
magnets, high-temperature superconductors, plasma wakefield acceleration and other 
high-gradient accelerating structures, bright muon beams, energy recovery linacs. 
The European particle physics community must intensify accelerator R&D and 
sustain it with adequate resources. A roadmap should prioritise the technology, 
taking into account synergies with international partners and other communities 
such as photon and neutron sources, fusion energy and industry. Deliverables for 
this decade should be defined in a timely fashion and coordinated among CERN 
and national laboratories and institutes. 

A. The quest for dark matter and the exploration of flavour and fundamental 
symmetries are crucial components of the search for new physics. This search can 
be done in many ways, for example through precision measurements of flavour 
physics and electric or magnetic dipole moments, and searches for axions, dark sector 
candidates and feebly interacting particles. There are many options to address such 
physics topics including energy-frontier colliders, accelerator and non-accelerator 
experiments. A diverse programme that is complementary to the energy frontier is an 
essential part of the European particle physics Strategy. Experiments in such diverse 
areas that offer potential high-impact particle physics programmes at laboratories 
in Europe should be supported, as well as participation in such experiments in 
other regions of the world. 

B. Theoretical physics is an essential driver of particle physics that opens new, 
daring lines of research, motivates experimental searches and provides the tools 
needed to fully exploit experimental results. It also plays an important role in capturing 
the imagination of the public and inspiring young researchers. The success of the 
field depends on dedicated theoretical work and intense collaboration between the 
theoretical and experimental communities. Europe should continue to vigorously 
support a broad programme of theoretical research covering the full spectrum 
of particle physics from abstract to phenomenological topics. The pursuit of 
new research directions should be encouraged and links with fields such as 
cosmology, astroparticle physics, and nuclear physics fostered. Both exploratory 
research and theoretical research with direct impact on experiments should be 
supported, including recognition for the activity of providing and developing 
computational tools. 

C.  The success of particle physics experiments relies on innovative 
instrumentation and state-of-the-art infrastructures. To prepare and realise future 
experimental research programmes, the community must maintain a strong focus 
on instrumentation. Detector R&D programmes and associated infrastructures 
should be supported at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and universities. 
Synergies between the needs of different scientific fields and industry should 
be identified and exploited to boost efficiency in the development process and 
increase opportunities for more technology transfer benefiting society at large. 
Collaborative platforms and consortia must be adequately supported to provide 
coherence in these R&D activities. The community should define a global 
detector R&D roadmap that should be used to support proposals at the European 
and national levels.

Other essential scientific 
activities for particle physics



From F.G. June Council talk 
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Financial feasibility
Cost of tunnel: ~5.5 BCHF; FCC-ee: ~5-6 BCHF; FCC-hh: ~17 BCHF (if after FCC-ee)
à cannot be funded only from CERN’s (constant) budget + additional “ad hoc” contributions from 

Member and other States à need innovative mechanisms: EC? private funds? donations?
First priority of feasibility study: find funds for the tunnel

Governance model for an unprecedented, global project 
To be developed with international partners from the outset

Technical and administrative feasibility of tunnel 
q highly-populated area; two countries with different legislative frameworks
q land expropriation and reclassification
q need to gain support of local populations (with a view to public surveys and debates) 
q environmental aspects
First priority of feasibility study: no show-stoppers for ~100 km tunnel in Geneva region

Technologies of machine and experiments
q huge challenges, but under control of our scientific community à “easier”
q environmental aspects (aim at “green collider”): power, energy, cooling, gases, etc.
First priority of feasibility study: magnet technology; how to minimise environmental impact

Gathering political and societal support
à requires “political work” and vast communication campaign for “consensus building” with 

governments and other authorities, scientists from other fields, general public (Science Gateway,…)

FCC’s main challenges


